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Abstract
Summary CoV-GLUE is an online web application for the interpretation and analysis of SARSCoV-2 virus genome sequences, with a focus on amino acid sequence variation. It is based on
the GLUE data-centric bioinformatics environment and provides a browsable database of amino
acid replacements and coding region indels that have been observed in sequences from the
pandemic. Users may also analyse their own SARS-CoV-2 sequences by submitting them to
the web application to receive an interactive report containing visualisations of phylogenetic
classification and highlighting genomic variation of potentially high impact, for example linked to
primer mismatches.
Availability and implementation Available at http://cov-glue.cvr.gla.ac.uk
Implemented using GLUE, an open source framework for the development of virus sequence
data resources.
Contact josh.singer@glasgow.ac.uk
Supplementary information CoV-GLUE User Guide, GISAID EpiCoV™ data contributors
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Main text
Introduction
In December 2019 a novel virus causing respiratory illness and other symptoms including
gastrointestinal problems, cardiovascular dysfunction and thrombosis was identified in Wuhan,
China (Zhao et al., 2020). In the following months, this virus (SARS-CoV-2, also known as
hCoV-19 (Gorbalenya et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2020)) has caused a pandemic in which >7
million have been infected and >400,000 have died (Dong et al., 2020). Whole genome
sequencing revealed that its species is SARS-related coronavirus, within the Betacoronavirus
genus of the family Coronaviridae (coronaviruses). Coronaviruses are positive-sense singlestranded RNA viruses with large genomes ~30,000 nucleotides (nt) in length (Gorbalenya et al.,
2006; Gorbalenya et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020). SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences are being
collated in the GISAID EpiCoV™ database (Shu et al., 2017), which contains > 30,000
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sequences, from over 70 countries, with over 1,000 new genomes being deposited every week,
the vast majority spanning almost the whole virus genome.
The analysis of amino acid replacements from virus genome data is important for basic virology.
For example a single replacement E627K in protein PB2 of avian influenza A virus (IAV) was
found experimentally to be important for efficient replication in mammalian cells (Subbarao et
al., 1993) and is amongst a small set of changes associated with the adaptation to humans of
highly pathogenic IAV strains (Taubenberger et al., 2005). Genome sequence analysis also has
a range of practical applications including real-time genomic epidemiology (Gardy et al., 2015),
documenting novel infection routes (Diallo et al., 2016), documenting sources of zoonotic
infection (Memish et al., 2014), vaccine design, understanding resistance to antivirals, informing
nosocomial-associated transmissions and the design of effective diagnostic PCR primers (Wang
et al., 2020).
SARS-CoV-2 is naturally accumulating nucleotide mutations in its RNA genome as the
pandemic progresses. Point mutations, specifically nonsynonymous substitutions, will result in
amino acid replacements in viral genome sequences, while other mutations will result in
insertions or deletions (indels). Without compelling evidence, the observed changes should be
expected to have no or minimal consequence for virus biology (MacLean et al., 2020; Grubaugh
et al., 2020). However, tracking these changes will help us better understand and control the
pandemic as mutations of consequence could arise, for example leading to escape from
antiviral drugs and future vaccines or causing attenuation as observed towards the end of the
SARS outbreak (Muth et al., 2018).
We created CoV-GLUE, a resource capable of providing high resolution tracking of change
within the SARS-CoV-2 genome. To create CoV-GLUE, we exploited GLUE (Singer et al.,
2018), a data-centric bioinformatics environment for virus sequence data. In this report we
describe CoV-GLUE and its main functionality. A detailed user guide for CoV-GLUE is given in
the supplementary materials.

Results
CoV-GLUE (http://cov-glue.cvr.gla.ac.uk) is a publicly accessible web application for tracking
and analysing variation within SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences, enabled by data from
EpiCoV™ (Shu et al., 2017). Its first aim is to track the key elements of variation as these
appear in pandemic sequences, linked to sampling data. Secondly it allows users to submit their
own consensus sequence data for analysis, receiving an interactive report detailing genomic
variation.
CoV-GLUE maintains a browsable database of amino acid sequence variations within all 26 of
the putative viral proteins, as proposed in annotations on NCBI RefSeq NC_045512. CoV-GLUE
currently documents 8,778 amino acid replacements detected in pandemic sequences from
EpiCoV™. Users may filter these by custom criteria including viral protein, codon position,
Grantham/Miyata distance (Grantham, 1974; Miyata et al. 1979) and the number of sequences
in which the replacement is found. There are similar capabilities for in-frame insertions (8 in the
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current version) and in-frame deletions (138). CoV-GLUE additionally provides a web page for
each variation, with a table of sequences exhibiting the variation, which may be filtered by
criteria including global region, country, collection date and phylogenetic lineage.
The analysis report for submitted FASTA sequences is generated within less than a minute per
sequence and contains various sections. Any nucleotide mismatches or indels relative to
published sequencing and diagnostic primer designs are reported. Each virus protein coding
region of the query sequence may be visualised graphically, displaying nucleotide and amino
acid variations relative to the reference sequence, in standardised coordinates. Additionally,
each detected amino acid replacement or indel is classified according to whether it is novel or
known in pandemic sequences. One or more phylogenetic placement branches are generated
for each query sequence within the precomputed reference tree containing representative taxa
from the pandemic, and may be visualised graphically. The sequence is assigned to a lineage
proposed by Rambaut et al. (2020), based on these placements and their relative likelihoods.
The lineage system release on 19th May 2020 contained hand-curated lineage assignments for
24,688 GISAID sequences, excluding lineage representatives. We found that CoV-GLUE's
assignment matched exactly in 95.5% of cases and in most remaining cases assigned to either
the parent or a child lineage.

Methods
Throughout CoV-GLUE, Wuhan-Hu-1 (NCBI RefSeq NC_045512) is used as the reference
sequence for nucleotide coordinates, codon numbering within viral proteins and as the
comparison for detecting variations.
Sequences are regularly downloaded from GISAID EpiCoV™ (Shu et al., 2017) and added to a
constrained alignment (Singer et al. 2018), using MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013) as a
pairwise aligner. After excluding irrelevant sequences and those with potential quality issues,
amino acid replacements and in-frame indels in each sequence are identified. A similar process
identifies variations in sequences submitted via the web.
Lineage representative sequences defined by Rambaut et al. (2020) are aligned using MAFFT
(Katoh and Standley, 2013) to produce the reference alignment. Excluding the 5' and 3'
untranslated regions, the reference tree is then generated from this alignment by RAxML
(Stamatakis, 2014) using the GTRGAMMA substitution model, 1000 bootstraps.
For lineage assignment by CoV-GLUE, the sequence is added to the reference alignment using
MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013) with the --add and --keeplength options. The RAxML
evolutionary placement algorithm (Berger et al., 2011) is then run with the GTRGAMMA
substitution model and the --epa-accumulated-threshold option set to 95%, producing zero or
more placements with likelihood weight ratios. Each placement branch is examined to
determine its ancestor internal nodes, including any node forming a polytomy with the branch.
The placement contributes its likelihood weight ratio to each of the lineages represented by
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these nodes. Each lineage thereby accumulates a total likelihood weight ratio, the sequence is
assigned to the most specific lineage with a total of more than 50%.

Discussion
Bioinformatics resources such as CoV-GLUE have an important place in disease outbreaks as
they are essential for data curation and analysis (Hufsky et al., 2020).
The GLUE software environment facilitates rapid deployment of novel alignment-centric
resources for viruses. It is designed to be scalable and to permit adaptation of existing
functionality to construct a bespoke online resource such as CoV-GLUE. Researchers
generating sequence data can use CoV-GLUE to obtain a rapid, convenient and visual
phylogenetic analysis and classification of new sequences. This will be useful for molecular
epidemiology, at least to detect the introduction of lineages that have not been observed locally.
CoV-GLUE can also be used to rapidly notify diagnostic laboratories of emerging local lineages
for which the implemented primer design may be ineffective.
CoV-GLUE can also help researchers investigate the functional relevance of amino acid
sequence variation in SARS-CoV-2. For example, Korber et al. (2020) identified the increasing
prevalence of the Spike protein replacement D614G and suggested this may confer a selective
transmissibility advantage. So, while it is difficult to show the functional effect of a viral mutation
within a pandemic (MacLean et al. 2020), tracking these variants does help formulate
hypotheses that could then be tested experimentally.
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